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Abstract

Good human factors was a major design objective for the
Tektronix 4991S1 Graphic Input Workstation. For the most part,
this objective was achieved. Nevertheless, this system has some
human factors deficiencies. This paper analyzes the design and
implementation process, and relates the process to the strengths
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their consequences, what we would do differently and what we
would do the same.
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Retrospective

First, I’d like to thank Tektronix for allowing me to republish this Technical Report. An earlier
version of this report was first presented in February 1985 at the SHARE Conference in Los
Angeles. It was revised and released as this Technical Report a few months later. Although I’ve
considered numerous improvements to this Report over the years, I ultimately decided to repub-
lish the Report in it’s original form.

Like the Xerox Star and the Apple Lisa, the Tektronix 4991S1 Graphic Input Workstation is only
a memory. I’d like to think, however, that the influence of the 4991S1 lives on. This product was
introduced around the same time that Apple introduced the Mac Plus. It featured an E-Size (34
by 44 inches) 300 DPI scanner (the Autovectorizer)that produced vectorized (centerline and
outline)output in real time. (Even at 1 bit per pixel, producing a raster image would have re-
quired over 16 MB of memory, and would have been unthinkable at the time.)

The Graphic Structuring Software pioneered the user interface concepts later adopted by
Adobe Illustrator and other software, in particular, the use of the scanned input as a template
which could be traced by the user. When did Adobe first obtain a copy of this Report, and how
much did it contribute to the user interface of Adobe Illustrator? Only Adobe knows for sure.
However, in May, 1986, I did personally give a copy of the Report to Doug Brotz, a Senior Com-
puter Scientist at Adobe. And the first version of Adobe Illustrator was not released until early
1987.

Desktop Publishing did not yet exist when I started work on this paper. Typesetting was handled
by a separate department. Thus, when I decided to republish this paper on the World Wide
Web, I had no PostScript to feed to the Distiller, and was forced to reenter both the text and
graphics. As much as possible, I’ve tried to preserve the appearance of the original report.
Thank you, Adobe, for Illustrator 5.5 and PageMaker 6.0, which helped facilitate this effort.

Herb Weiner (herbw@wiskit.com)
September, 1995

Kitchen Wisdom Publishing
Gourmet Software
4647 s.e. 33rd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97202
(503) 771-1402
http://www.kitchenwisdom.com



Introduction

In his book Travels in Computerland, the author,
Ben Ross Schneider Jr., describes the painful
experience of “converting The London Stage, an
8000-page calendar of performances from 1660 to
1800, to a computer accessible information base.”
Although he had hoped to use optical scanning
techniques to enter the information, it was ulti-
mately necessary to key the information in manu-
ally. Imagine how much more difficult the problem
becomes when the information to be converted
includes graphics as well as text!

Tek Labs began investigating the application of
scanning technology to input graphic information in
1978. A working prototype which later became
known as the autovectorizer was developed. It was
a raster-based optical scanner that could scan an
81/2 x 11 inch drawing and produce vector-format
output in real time. This technology was trans-
ferred to the Information Display Division in 1980.
At that point, Tektronix did not know exactly how
to use the technology; it was a solution looking for
an application.

It took four more years for our group to incorporate
the Autovectorizer technology into a complete
system (the 4991S1 Workstation), making it
practical to enter existing drawings into graphical
databases.

Developing the Autovectorizer prototype into a
high-quality product that could scan an E-size (34 x
44 inches) drawing was no easy task. But develop-
ing the Autovectorizer into a product was only part
of the problem. To make the output useful, we had
to find a way to add semantic information (struc-
ture) to the output of the autovectorizer. For
example, mechanical drawings contain dimension
information (arrows and text) which humans
interpret differently from other information in the
drawing. Simply placing the vectors forming the
dimension arrows and text into the customer’s
database as if they were part of the geometry of the
drawing would not produce a useful result.

Initial Direction

Initially, we assumed that the structuring process
would involve editing the Autovectorizer output.
After pursuing this approach full time for several
months, we began to realize that even with a special
purpose editor, the editing approach would be
tedious because the customer would need to replace
(delete and insert) a large percentage of the draw-
ing. Editing is suitable for making minor revisions,
not for restructuring an entire drawing! Further-
more, we were trying to design an input system only.
We assumed that customers would subsequently use
existing CAD tools (including editors) to make
modifications. Since we wanted to produce a system
which could be used with a variety of CAD systems,
any editor we could design for structuring would be
inconsistent with and would duplicate some of the
functions of the editor the customer was already
using. We had no intention of completely replacing
existing editors, so the customer would have been
required to use two inconsistent editors. Finally, the
editing model did not support the types of interac-
tions required; for example, entering text so that it
lined up (scaling, rotation, position) with the vectors
being replaced. If we had pursued the editing
approach, we would not have produced a winner.

Instead of assuming initially that the structuring
process would be based upon a special purpose
editor, we should have begun by analyzing the
requirements.

Because we considered the task of designing a
special purpose editor to be a straightforward
process, assigning an engineer to work on the editor
was delayed until the Autovectorizer project was
well underway. This mistake wasted precious time.
The engineering resources were finally allocated to
the project, but it was several months before we
began working on the real problem: designing
structuring software (rather than editing software).
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Requirements Analysis

There is a lesson here. The human factors of many
products suffer because the design is based upon a
poorly chosen (wrong) set of requirements. The
author believes that design methodologies that
advocate producing a “Requirements Specification”
document conforming to IEEE Guide for Software
Requirements Specifications, or similar standards,
are particularly susceptible to producing poorly
chosen requirements when applied to products with
complex user interfaces. The problem is that such
Requirement Specification documents are attempts
to place both requirements and the description of a
specific implementation (not always the best one)
into a single document.

The author believes that better products would
result if two separate documents were produced:
First, a “Requirements Analysis” document, which
would analyze the costs and benefits of potential
product features and performance. After all parties
approve the Requirements Analysis, it is appropri-
ate to begin work on a “Product Specification”
document describing a specific implementation
including those features from the Requirements
Analysis document which best meet the cost,
schedule, and performance goals.

The need to prototype software is widely recog-
nized. In The Elements of Friendly Software Design,
Paul Heckel notes (page 130) that “If you accept the
premise that designing friendly software is a
communications craft, and we can learn from the
experiences of other craftsmen, you must accept the
necessity of constantly revising your programs to
get them to be easy to use. We cannot expect
success the first or second time. If our program is at
all innovative, we can’t expect it to be right even on
the third or fourth time.”

The Product Specification should be a living
document that is updated as the prototyping
progresses. The Requirements Analysis document
can help to provide direction to the prototyping
activity.

The basic requirement analyzed in our Require-
ments Analysis document was that we be able to
enter existing drawings into a variety of CAD
systems with improved speed and accuracy com-
pared with existing approaches. Using an editor to
accomplish this task was not a requirement
(although it could have been a solution). We studied
three competing techniques: manual digitization,
design on the screen (completely reconstructing an
existing drawing), and automatic or semiautomatic
scanning. As we analyzed requirements for differ-
ent applications, we realized that the requirements
for positional accuracy were different for different
applications. In fact, drawings contain two kinds of
information: spatial, or positional, and symbolic.
Maps generally contain much more spatial informa-
tion than symbolic information. Mechanical draw-
ings tend to be more balanced, while electrical
schematics contain primarily symbolic information.
Manual digitizing is generally used only in applica-
tions where the spatial information is significant,
and cannot readily be supplied using alternative
techniques. It is a slow, tedious, and imprecise
process. Design on the screen is generally used
when the spatial information is not significant (for
example, electrical schematics), or where it can be
entered numerically (for example, from the dimen-
sion lines on a mechanical drawing). Automatic
scanning overcomes the disadvantages of manual
digitization: it is fast and accurate. However,
automatic recognition of symbolic information has
not yet advanced to the point where automatic
scanning can compete with design on the screen for
applications where drawings contain a high ratio of
symbolic to spatial information. This analysis
helped us to narrow our focus to applications in
which drawings contained a significant amount of
spatial information.
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Initial Conceptual Model

The first model developed was based upon manual
digitization. We would make the workstation
emulate an “intelligent” graphic input (digitizing)
tablet. Imagine that we could give a manual
digitizing operator a custom plastic template
containing all the features of the original drawing.
The operator could rapidly and accurately trace
(and enter into the CAD system) all or part of the
original drawing. To illustrate this model, Figure 1
shows the custom plastic drafting templates
produced when the Autovectorizer processes a tax
map, a mechanical drawing, and a circuit board
layout. The operator could select a property bound-
ary, a portion of the mechanical part, or a circuit
board run, and our “intelligent” tablet could rapidly
and accurately “trace” the selected portion of the
template and transmit the coordinates of the points
along the lines to the CAD system.

A manual digitizing operator does not trace all the
lines on a drawing to be digitized. Text is entered
using the keyboard. Our “intelligent” tablet also
requires that the operator key in the text, assuming
that the text must be stored in the CAD system as
characters rather than vectors. For example, the
operator would probably key in the numbers
representing the lot numbers of the property
parcels. Our “intelligent” tablet would automati-
cally determine the position, size, and rotation
angle for the text based on the vectors forming the
text in the original drawing.

Although our model was based upon manual
digitization, it would result in higher accuracy and
higher productivity and be less tedious than
manual digitization. Rather than dumping vast
amounts of unstructured information (garbage) into
the database to be corrected later (using an editor),
we would place the operator in control, giving him
the freedom to trace, using a graphic tablet, only
those features of the template that he would trace if
manual digitization were being used.

This model was based upon creation (input) rather
than editing (revising), and was a key break-
through! This approach involved another new
concept. With most editors, the operator can move
around the document and revise sections, even if
they have already been edited. The accumulated
revisions are saved all at once, when the operator
SAVEs the document or exits from the editing
session. In contrast, manual digitizing is generally
a sequential process in which portions of the
drawing are saved as they are entered by the
operator. Rather than sending the entire drawing to
the CAD system only after the editing was com-
pleted (an approach that was dubbed SPLAT), we
would be sending the drawing continuously during
the structuring session (an approach that was
dubbed DRIBBLE).

We divided the tablet into three regions. One region
would be used for graphical interaction with our
workstation. A second region would be used for
command interaction with our workstation
(through a menu). A third region was reserved for
interaction with the CAD system and would be
passed to the host without any local processing.

We decided to use three colors on the screen for the
display of the drawing. The first color would
represent the template. The second would indicate
buffered information which had not yet been
transmitted to the CAD system, while the third
would indicate information which had been trans-
mitted. We would not allow any modification of
information once it had been sent to the CAD
system, except by using the CAD system editor
upon the completion of the structuring process. We
would also allow portions of the template to be
temporarily hidden to reduce clutter.
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ORIGINAL DRAWINGS CUSTOM TEMPLATES

MAPPING

MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL

Figure 1. The TEKMAN conceptual model. The Autovectorizer produces custom plastic drafting templates from drawings.
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First Prototype

The first prototype looked nothing like the final
product. We had been looking for ways to make the
process of entering data less tedious, and began
talking about what makes video games fun. Some of
the characteristics we identified were challenge
(requires skill), interactivity, and control. Inspired
by a popular video game, we wrote TEKMAN1, the
TEKtronix MANual digitizing system. There was
an element of skill involved in steering the cursor
along features of the template. Although this
“game” was fun to play (we had even jokingly
mounted a coin box on the system), it provided a
powerful demonstration that we could achieve
significant gains in both speed and accuracy
compared to manual digitization.

It was fortunate that we completed the first proto-
type when we did. At this time the U.S. economy
had become sluggish, and Tektronix was looking for
ways to reduce expenses. As a result, our project
was cancelled! Actually, it is rather common in high
technology industry to invest in high risk projects,
and cancel those that fail to show promise (survival
of the fittest). However, those high risk projects that
do work out often yield big payoffs.

Thanks to an extremely enthusiastic manager, our
engineering team was granted a two week reprieve.
During that time, we demonstrated our prototype to
many skeptics. The general comment was that they
had had no idea the product was capable of such
performance. Our temporary funding was extended
several times, until permanent funding was finally
restored.

There were several problems with the first proto-
type. The CAD systems with which we hoped to
interface were designed with a human operator in
mind. Such systems might not be able to receive
data at the rate we would be able to send it. This
was especially true of systems which generated vast
amounts of feedback (intended for the human
operator), which incidentally, we would not be able
to use (remember, the screen would be used to
display our template). But the biggest surprise to
us in engineering was that the marketing group
objected to this model. They explained that poten-
tial customers for the Workstation might be reluc-
tant to investigate a product modeled after some-
thing as unpopular as manual digitizing.

We were therefore left with a user interface, but no
conceptual model. From a human factors stand-
point, we were unhappy with this situation, since it
is generally easier for users to learn a new system if
they are presented with a good conceptual model.
Heckle (page 94) points out that “The reality of
what our programs actually do is of no importance
to the user; only the mental model of what they do
is important. Our task as designers is not so much
to design and create software that carries out a
function as it is to design and implement a believ-
able and communicable illusion, or model, for our
users.”

We realized that to overcome the limitations of
CAD systems designed for use by human operators,
we would need to provide a host-based interface
program for each CAD system. This program (which
came to be known as TekCouple2) would be de-
signed to accept incoming data at a higher rate
than the interface written for the human operator,
and would not attempt to send graphical feedback
to TEKMAN (TEKMAN provided its own graphical
feedback). If TekCouple detected an error (e.g.
referencing an undefined symbol), it would send a
message to TEKMAN to be displayed for the
operator. Because TEKMAN would be communicat-
ing with a cooperating program (rather than a
vendor program over which we had no control), we
would have more control over the design of the user
interface (and user model).
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An Improved Conceptual Model

System development proceeded without a formal
conceptual model for several months before we
finally developed a model that was acceptable. A
draftsman works with a variety of tools to create
drawings on paper: pencil, eraser, pen and ink,
various templates, straightedge, compass, etc. The
Autovectorizer would provide the custom template;
the remaining tools used by a draftsman would be
provided through the user interface. What we
previously called the buffer became the penciled
portion of the drawing. The operator could erase
penciled features to correct errors. When the
operator was satisfied with the penciled features,
they could be inked. At this point, the information
would be sent to TekCouple, and could no longer be
changed (except by using the editor supplied with
the CAD system).

We were providing the user with a “toolbox,” from
which the appropriate tools for each job could be
picked (e.g. straightedge, compass, etc.). The choice
of tools, and the order in which they are used, is a
matter of personal preference. Note that such a
toolbox approach is only feasible if each tool oper-
ates on a well-defined internal data structure.

Construction tools are one variety of tools in the
toolbox. The straightedge is used to construct
straight lines, while the compass is used to con-
struct arcs or circles. An arrow construction tool
forms straight or curved arrows. Perhaps the most
interesting construction tool is a continuously
variable ellipse template, which can readily be
adjusted to fit any ellipse. Each of these construc-
tion tools provides for an optional “cleanup” step
which removes the vectors being overlaid by the
new feature. These construction tools are extremely
important in mechanical engineering applications.

Selection tools are used to select, that is, trace
selected portions of the custom template. Unlike
construction tools, selection tools never create new
features. A variety of selection tools provides the
operator with the ability to select individual vectors
or entire groups of vectors. For example, the poly-
gon cursor is used to select polygons, and is ori-
ented toward mapping applications. Selection tools
can be used to erase, as well as to pencil.

Replacement tools are used to replace selected
features with symbols or text. These tools provide
automatic position and size calculation (with
automatic rotation calculation for text only), with
manual override provided graphically (using the
tablet) as well as numerically.

Template manipulation tools are used to optimize
the custom template for the application. For
example, the N-Point Alignment tool uses a best-fit
algorithm to position, rotate, and scale the template
to fit any application requirements. The Snap-to-
Grid tool can be used to force all or selected points
onto a rectangular grid.

We finally had a good conceptual model of the
system. However, the engineering team retained
the TEKMAN name as it seemed to capture the
esprit de corps of the team members.

Because the TEKMAN project had gotten off to a
late start, we were placed in a constant catch-up
mode (compared to the Autovectorizer). This would
have an impact for the remainder of the project
(manuals, evaluation, marketing, as well as engi-
neering). We really didn’t recognize until this stage
in the project that the complexity of the user
interface would make the structuring software as
complex as the scanning and vectorizing software.
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Interfacing with Other Systems

We were unable to provide a good mechanism to
handle messages from the system or from another
user. Such messages are normally intended for a
human reader, but all messages sent by the host
are intercepted by TEKMAN. Unsolicited messages
appear to be data communication errors, and are
ignored. Note, however, that messages generated by
TekCouple are transmitted in the proper packet
format and are recognized by TEKMAN and
displayed for the operator.

TekCouple is written in FORTRAN, and consists of
a host-independent portion and a host-specific
portion. This architecture simplifies the task of
developing interfaces to additional CAD systems.
Furthermore, since Tektronix distributes TekCouple
in source form, it is rather straightforward for
customers to modify TekCouple to support addi-
tional entities. This human factors consideration is
important to those responsible for installing and
maintaining the system.

Evaluation Phase

Because of the “toolbox” approach, we were able to
make periodic releases of the system to an evalua-
tion group. This group was then able to test some of
the tools even though others had not yet been
completed. This approach allowed us to reduce the
elapsed time between the completion of the imple-
mentation process and the completion of the
evaluation process. Further, it provided more rapid
feedback of problems to engineering.

To obtain as much information from evaluation as
possible, we did not impose restrictions on the type
of problems that could be reported. In particular,
human factors problems were reported in the same
manner as other types of bugs. All problems re-
ceived were evaluated and assigned a priority, so
that they could be dealt with based upon their
priority, rather than based upon whether or not the
operation was according to specifications.

One of the considerations in establishing priority
was the impact of delaying the fix. Sometimes, it
can be difficult to correct a human factors problem
after the product is released, because users become
dependent upon the way the system operates and
will complain (with some justification) that the
“new, improved” version is incompatible with the
previous version. Other problems may not fall into
this category.
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The Pressure of a Schedule

A high-technology product can only succeed if it
makes it to market in a timely fashion. Thus, the
development effort involved constant schedule
pressure. Many questions arose while we were
designing the Workstation. A variety of techniques
were utilized in our quest for answers. Sometimes,
we were able to rely on design guidelines or the
assistance of experts for answers. At other times,
prototyping and/or informal surveys provided some
insight. However, we simply did not have time to
research every question. Sometimes, we were forced
to base our design on a best guess, but whenever
possible we made the design flexible.

Unfortunately, we were unable to utilize user
interface design guidelines as much as we would
have liked. The best set of design guidelines we
have found is that developed by Smith and Aucella.
Although these guidelines provided helpful advice
on a wide range of interface questions, no guide-
lines were available on graphic data entry, our
primary concern.

Several times we were faced with a serious
dilemna. We did not understand a particular
function well enough to complete the specification,
and had no time to build a prototype. We were
forced to prototype anyway! When the prototype
was finished, it was documented and became a part
of the product. This approach was bad because the
Product Specification was not completed until the
implementation was nearly completed, making it
difficult for the manuals group to produce user
manuals and for the evaluation group to form a test
plan.

Strengths

The system can be used to increase both the speed
and the accuracy of entering existing drawings into
a variety of CAD system databases, and it is still
fun to use. This is really the bottom line!

The toolbox approach we took resulted in a highly
modular design. It required a well-defined data
structure and well-defined interfaces between the
modules. This made it easier to stage the imple-
mentation, decreasing the impact of designing and
implementing before the design was completed.
Having something working (even with limited
functionality) made subsequent specification,
design, implementation, and testing easier. This
approach also improved the reliability of the final
result (there are fewer bugs than there would have
been with a monolithic design).

A flexible system allows each user or customer to
configure the system to conform to individual
preferences. This is especially true for products that
will be used with systems provided by a variety of
vendors. Our Workstation is highly configurable.
For example, TEKMAN requests confirmation
before performing potentially destructive opera-
tions (such as a global erase). However, an experi-
enced operator can turn off the need for such
confirmation selectively or globally.

We tried to make the Workstation as configurable
as possible. For example, we have not been able to
determine the best colors to use for the background,
the template, and the penciled and inked features.
(Maybe there is no best set of colors.) Experts tell
us that we should use desaturated colors to reduce
eye fatigue. However, it is hard to find four
desaturated colors that are pleasant to look at (do
not clash) and that are sufficiently distinguishable
from each other (even for colorblind operators). We
have provided a reasonably good (although not
perfect) set of defaults, and have provided a mecha-
nism for each installation or user to override those
defaults.
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Weaknesses

Some human factors deficiencies resulted from
making trade-off decisions between computational
or memory requirements and human factors. For
example, we decided not to retain certain informa-
tion once it had been transmitted to and acknowl-
edged by TekCouple. Because this information is
not retained, we are able to input more complex
drawings (a marketing requirement). For example,
the operator can tag a line with a line style at-
tribute (e.g. light, medium, or heavy, solid or
dashed) to be used by the CAD system in displaying
the line. Once the line is transmitted to and ac-
knowledged by TekCouple, the only way for the
operator to determine or change the line style
associated with the line is to exit from TEKMAN
and use the CAD system. Note, however, that
TEKMAN does use a different color to display
features which have been inked.

When two lines cross, this fact is normally recorded
in the data structure. However, if the user creates
new lines (not present in the original drawing)
using the straightedge tool, we do not search for
and record all intersections with existing lines.
Normally this is not a problem; however, confusing
situations can arise. For example, the operator can
create a polygon which TEKMAN will not be able to
find, due to the unrecorded intersections. We felt
that the benefit of recording these intersections was
not worth the computational complexity involved.

Some human factors problems were imposed by
limitations of the base system. TEKMAN runs
under Local Programmability (CP/M) on a
Tektronix 4115B Computer Display terminal. The
4115B is really an excellent terminal, but it does
have some deficiencies that we could do nothing
about. For example, certain terminal status (e.g. the
visibility of the dialogue area) can be controlled by
the user from the keyboard, but can only be tested
from within a program by requesting and parsing a
character string “report”. We simply could not
monitor this status on a regular basis and still
maintain the highly interactive response required.
As a result, compromises were made in the user
interface design. Similar problems resulted from
limitations in the firmware for the graphic tablet
and the color hard copy unit.

Because of the distributed architecture of the
Workstation (TEKMAN runs under Local Program-
mability on the 4115B and communicates with
TekCouple, which runs on the CAD system), some
human factors problems are inevitable. Some
errors, such as referencing a symbol which is not
defined on the CAD system, cannot be detected
until the information is transmitted. Thus, there is
a potential delay between an operator action which
causes an error and the time that it is reported.
Note that the operator is given an opportunity to
correct such errors, so they are not fatal.

The Workstation works as well as it does because
we chose an appropriate division of labor between
human and machine. As McCormick (page 461)
points out, humans are generally better than
machines in their ability to “Recognize patterns of
complex stimuli which may vary from situation to
situation, such as objects in aerial photographs and
speech sounds.” We therefore decided to make all
recognition tasks the responsibility of the human,
and we do not support text or symbol recognition.
Thus, the operator must key in all text which is to
become part of the drawing being entered. Although
it is not clear whether text recognition would be
fast enough or accurate enough, this has been one
of the most requested features among those who
have seen demonstrations of the Workstation.

Finally, some human factors problems were deliber-
ately not addressed because of schedule pressure.
Human factors, like all product features, have a
specific market value. It is a mistake to either
underrate or overrate that value. If the value is
overrated, it may become necessary to sacrifice
other, more important product features. We recently
had the opportunity to demonstrate the Worksta-
tion to Tom Gilb, a prominant human factors
consultant. He asked a rather embarrassing
question: How come we had not used icons on our
menu to make it easier to locate the desired func-
tion? With the pressure of the schedule, it had
simply never been considered.
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Results and Lessons

Designers should be careful to separate the process
of requirements analysis from the process of
product specification. Don’t let yourself be misled
by descriptions of an implementation that are
mislabeled as specifications of requirements. We
almost made this mistake (designing an editor),
which would have been fatal (the project would
have been cancelled).

Designers should develop a sound conceptual model
of the system. Such a model will provide a sound
basis for user interface design decisions and for
limiting the scope of the project to something which
can be completed. In our case, we recognized that
we were building an input tool rather than an
editing tool, and thus did not provide traditional
editing functions.

In The Mythical Man-Month (page 116), Brooks
points out that “The management question, there-
fore, is not whether to build a pilot system and
throw it away. You will do that. The only question is
whether to plan in advance to build a throwaway, or
to promise to deliver the throwaway to customers.
Seen this way, the answer is much clearer.”

Time should be allowed for prototype development
and revision, especially where a complex user
interface is involved. Avoid the trap of postponing
the specification until the implementation is nearly
complete. We would have had more time for proto-
type development and revision and been able to
complete the Product Specification earlier in the
development cycle, had we not be caught in the trap
of misstated requirements.

An evaluation group can help engineers design a
better product. Don’t lose valuable information by
making it difficult for them to report human factors
problems. Begin the evaluation process while there
is still time to make changes. Don’t restrict the
evaluation group to evaluating only for conformity
to specifications. Listen to their human factors
complaints; if you don’t, you will hear the same
complaints from your customers.
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Cost-effective means of easily
inputting vast amounts of
graphical data into computer
databases.

n Up to ten-fold productivity
 improvement over on-screen
 design and manual digitizing
n Automatically scans and vec-
 torizes documents up to
 885 x 1200 mm (35 x 47 in)
n Produces lines, arcs, text,
 symbols and layers using
 M4115B-resident interactive
 software
n Inserts data directly into data
 bases of several popular com-
 puter-aided design (CAD)
 and mapping systems
n Tektronix worldwide support
The Tektronix 4991S1 Graphic Input
Workstation is a CAD database
creation tool designed to increase
productivity. The 4991S1 transforms
existing drawings—on paper, Mylar®

or other media—into vector data for
storage in CAD databases. You can
design new products on your CAD
system using existing drawings
as points of departure. Time-con-
suming, tedious manual digitization
is eliminated. The 4991S1 can be
customized to your CAD system
through Host Interfacing Software to
provide state-of-the-art performance
in scanned data capture.

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

GRAPHIC  INPUT 
WORKSTATION

TEK 4991S1 SPECIFICATIONS
ORDERING INFORMATION

Design and mapping CAD support.
The 4991S1 supports many applica-
tions in computer-aided design and
mapping. The mechanical engineer
can enter parts sketches into the
CAD system for finite element model-
ling. Process flow charts and inter-
face sketches can be digitized and
quickly transmitted to other depart-
ments for review and feedback.
Drawings from component and sub-
assembly suppliers can be quickly
merged into your CAD databases.
For the cartographer, the 4991S1
allows on-screen compilation of
facilities, utilities, taxation and con-
tour maps for subsequent storage in
a computer database.
State-of-the-art system compo-
nents. The 4991S1 Graphic Input
Workstation consists of the 4991
Autovectorizer, an intelligent docu-
ment scanner and vectorizer; a Tek-
tronix Computer Display Terminal;
proprietary Graphic Structuring Soft-
ware and Host Interfacing Software;
and a Tektronix 4957 Graphics Tablet.

Easy to use. A straightforward user
interface simplifies revectorizing and
structuring of drawings. The user
controls the screen cursor with a
graphics tablet stylus, selecting
graphic manipulation and structuring
functions from comprehensive on-
screen menus.
Local Implementation. Throughout
the digitization process, CAD system
resources are preserved, since both
scanning and structuring are
performed locally on the workstation.

Copyright © 1985, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved.



Drawing
Sketch
Map

Error
Checking
Communications

Error
Checking
Communications

Host
Interfacing
Software

Displayable
Vector File

Automatic Data Base Capture
4991S1 Process

Document to
be Digitized

Autovecterizer Graphics Structuring
Software

Computer-
Aided-Design
System

Converts marks on a
document into a line
segment representation

Easily converts drawing file into a
structured database of objects
and attributes. Allows assignment
of absolute position to nodes.

Data
conversion

Compatible with leading CAD sys-
tems. The 4991S1 Host Interfacing
Software automatically links the
4991S1 with a number of leading CAD
systems on the market. Additional
interfaces are being developed by
Tektronix.
Cost-effective design technique.
The 4991S1 is a cost-effective means
of inputting vast amounts of existing
graphical data into computer data-
bases. Automatic digitization by the
4991S1 can result in three to ten-fold
productivity increases over tedious
manual digitizing or screen-based
design.

Local scanning, vectorizing,
structuring of data. The 4991S1
tackles graphic input tasks in a
three-stage operation:
1) Scanning—First, the user iden-
tifies quality, size and type of drawing
and the desired output. For difficult-
to-scan documents, the user can
override image parameter defaults in
order to optimize image quality. He
can also store new, custom parameter
sets for later use. The source docu-
ment—up to 885 x 1200mm
(35 x 47 in)—is scanned and con-
verted into a computer-based list of
vector data by the 4991 Autovector-
izer. In minutes the user will have a
displayable drawing file to preview.
2) Graphic structuring—Second, the
user interactively structures the data
using the Tektronix M4115B and
Graphics Structuring Software to dis-
play the information. User-selectable
structuring features include semi-
automatic arc, line, text and symbol
replacement, N-point registration,
snap-to-grid, and line straightening.

Assignment of alphanumeric tags to
features (e.g., information on color,
year built, etc.) can be forwarded to
the CAD system. Also, the user can
directly select specific portions of the
drawing and store them in separate
layers or models.
3) Host Interfacing—Third, a pro-
gram runs on the host CAD system to
accept data from the 4991S1 and
store it in a form acceptable to the
host CAD system using the CAD
system calls.
Worldwide support from Tektronix.
The 4991S1 is supported by Tektronix’
worldwide service and support organi-
zation. Application assistance or
problem resolution is usually a local
phone call away.



Performance Characteristics
Scanning Technology
High precision drum scanner with halogen
lamp illumination and linear photodiode
detection
Maximum Scan Area
885 x 1200 mm (34.84 x 47.24 in)
Resolution
12 samples per mm
(304.8 samples per in)
Typical Media
Black graphic lead or black ink on vellum
Black plastic lead or black ink on drafting
film.
Photographic artwork
High contrast bluelines (contrast ≥ .5)
Minimum Line Detected
.254 mm (contrast ≥ .5)

Functional Characteristics
Single-level menu-driven system using tab-
let interface, menu-driven Autovectorizer
set-up and control
Structuring Capabilities
Graphical Primitives Supported:

Lines, Polylines, Polygons, Arcs, Circles,
Text, Symbols, Ellipses, Arrows,
Dimensions

Attributes Supported:
Layer number, Pen number, Color,
Line width, Line style, Text font, Character
slant, User defineable attributes

Functional Characteristics
Data communications
    “KERMIT-type” Protocol
Data conversion

4991S1 to IBM CADAM
    Version 19.2 (MVS)
4991S1 to Computervision CADDS 4X
4991S1 to Tektronix PLOT 10® Computer-
Aided Drafting (TechniCAD)
Other conversions planned

Performance Characteristics
Data Transmission
Data Rate—19.2 K baud
Communication interface RS 232-C
Memory
2.0 M bytes RAM with ECC
20 M bytes Internal hard disk
Display
Color raster
Size 483 mm (19 in) diagonal
Refresh rate—60 Hz Non interlaced

Programmable Features
User defineable; scan area, dot and void
removal, edge smoothing, line gap filling,
digitizing threshold, line fitting accuracy,
reflection
Output Capabilities
Hardware—RS-232-C, 19.2 K baud
Protocol—“KERMIT-type”* communications
                 protocol
Modes—Freeman code data, polynode
               data, interconnect data,
               combined data
Power Specifications
Voltage  87 to 128V
            174 to 250V
Frequency 48 to 62 Hz
Power Consumption 450 Watts Max

Environmental Characteristics
Ambient Temperature
Operation 18 to 26° C (64 to 79° F)
Non Operating -40 to +55° C (-40 to 131° F)

Transformation Operations
N-point alignment
Snap-to-grid
Viewing Capabilities
Zoom, Pan, Previous view, Original view,
Nodes
Local Calculations
Position, Distance
Host control and interfacing capabilities
Protocol—“KERMIT-type” communications
Training Tutorial
Built-in

Data checking—Unrecognized or illegal
host system commands or data displayed
on 4991S1 display for immediate correction.
Configuration
Host system resident
Language
FORTRAN IV

Graphics Mode
Addressability—Four billion x four billion
Resolution—1280 x 1024 pixels
Palette selection—16 million
Human Interaction
4957 Graphics tablet for menu selection
Active area: 297.2mm x 297.2mm
                      (11.7 X 11.7 in)
72 Key keyboard

Humidity
Operating—0 to 70% Non-condensing
Non-operating—0 to 90% Non-condensing
Altitude
Operating               0 to 3 Km (0 to 9,800 ft)
Non-operating    0 to 15 Km (0 to 49,000 ft)

Physical Characteristics
Weight 150 Kg (330 lbs) max
Dimensions
Height 1283 mm (51 in)
Width 1219 mm (48 in)
Depth 787 mm (31 in)
Safety Standards
UL 478
CSA 154
IEC 435
Electromagnetic Interference
FCC Class A
VOE Class B

*KERMIT is a product of Columbia University Center for
Computing Activities

Performance Characteristics
Capacity, 98,000 nodes. Larger drawings
are managed by structuring smaller
sections of original file
Physical Characteristics
Media—8” floppy disks

Physical Characteristics
Media-9 track mag tape, 1600 BPI
Format—Block 80 x 10, standard label
EBCDIC and unlabelled ASCII

Power Specifications
Line voltage 115V, 230V RMS
Line frequency 48 to 66 Hz
Power consumption 1400 watts
Physical Characteristics
Weight: 203 kg (447 lbs)
Height: 125 cm (49 in)
Width: 153 cm (60 in)
Depth 92 cm (36 in)

4991S1 Product Characteristics
4991 Autovectorizer

Graphic Structuring Software

Host Interfacing Software

Workstation Terminal
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4991S1 Accessories
and Options
Standard Accessories

4991S1 Operator’s Manual
4991S1 Reference Manual

4991 Spare Lamp
4991 DC100 Load Tape
4991 Power Line Cord
4991 Communications Cable

4957 4-button Cursor
4957 Stylus
4957 Operator’s Manual

4110 Workstation Table
Two 8 ft Power Cords For 4110
12 ft Host Port RS232-C Cable for 4110
4110 Display Interconnection Cables
4110 Series Host Programmer’s Manual
4110 Command Reference Manual
4110 Command Reference Guide
4110 Introduction Brochure

Optional Accessories
4110 Display Stand
Ergonomic Chair
4991 Service Manual
4991 Board Level Diagnostics Tape
4991 Replacement Lamps
4991 Replacement Program Load Tape
M4115B Service Manual Vol. 1
M4115B Service Manual Vol. 2
M4115B Display Service Manual
4110B Mass Storage Service Manual

Options
Option A1 Universal European, 220V/16A
 Power Cord
Option A2 United Kingdom, 240V/13A
 Power Cord
Option A3 Australian, 240V/10A Power
 Cord
Option A5 Swiss, 220V/16A Power Cord

Warranty-Plus Service Options
Option N0 On-site Installation and set-up
Option N1 On-site service plan,
 +9 months upon warranty
 expiration
Option N3 OEM on-site service plan,
 + 12 months (transferable)
Option N4 OEM on-site installation and
 set-up (transferable)

For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central &
South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 1700
Beaverton, Oregon 97075
For additional literature, or the address
and phone number of the Tektronix
Sales Office nearest you, contact:
Phone (800) 547-1512
Oregon only (800) 452-1877
TWX: (910) 467-8708
TLX: 151754
Cable TEKWSGT
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
European Headquarters
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Phone (20) 471146
Telex 18312 - 18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P 0. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: (705) 737-2700
Tektronix sales and service offices
around the world:
Albania, Algeria, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Peoples
Republic of China, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
East Africa, Ecuador, Egypt, Federal
Republic of Germany, Fiji AWA New
Zealand, Finland, France, Greece, Hong
Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan,
Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia,
Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Qatar, Republic of South Africa,
Romania, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,
Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Taiwan, Thailand,
Turkey, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom, Uruguay, USSR,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia,
Zimbabwe.

OEM prices and leasing programs (U.S.
only) are available.
Some of the products, options or services mentioned in this
brochure may not be available outside the USA. Contact your
local Tektronix representative for details.

Mylar is a registered trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours
and Co., Inc.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation.
CADAM is a registered trademark of CADAM, Inc.
Computervision, CV, and CADDS are registered trademarks
of Computervision Corporation.
PLOT-10 is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
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